changing the ribbon

When ordering ribbon, please specify REM-riter spooling (core-type), ¼ inch width by 10 yards length, single color.

1. Remove Top Cover
2. Move Auxiliary Ribbon Reverse to its left position.
3. Wind all the ribbon onto RIGHT spool. (Turn spool by placing finger on top of spool cover).
4. Press down Left Shift Lock Key and disengage ribbon from Vibrator (A).
5. Remove spool tops; swing ribbon lugs away from spool. Lift ribbon from slot in left spool. Lift metal core, with old ribbon, from right spool and discard.
6. To replace the ribbon, swing spool lugs out from posts. Place metal core with new ribbon on right spool, making certain that ribbon unwinds from back of spool.
7. Place end of ribbon with metal tip into slot on left spool.
8. Place ribbon through slots in writing line guide (B) and through Ribbon Vibrator (A).
9. Replace tops on spools. Replace top cover and you are ready to type.

general care of your REMINGTON REM-riter portable typewriter

Reasonable care on your part will insure years of satisfactory performance from your typewriter. A typewriter’s principal enemy is dust. Keep your typewriter covered when not in use. Clean the typefaces occasionally with a brush to remove accumulated lint and ink.

Do not clean your typewriter’s surface with alcohol as it is injurious to the finish.

Once in a while you may put a drop or two of oil on each of the two rails on which the carriage moves and then rub it off again. Never attempt to oil the typebars or any other part of the mechanism as this may have a tendency to gum and clog the working parts.

Your REMINGTON REM-riter Portable was carefully inspected before it was delivered to you. If it ever does need adjustment or repair, take it to the nearest Remington Rand Typewriter Service Station or to an authorized Remington Rand Dealer where trained servicemen will give it expert attention.

You will find that if you take good care of your REMINGTON Portable it will repay you with years of faithful service.
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to remove machine from case
Open the carrying case and lift machine toward you out of the case. To replace machine in case, position machine so that the lug on the bottom center of the frame fits into the slot in the carrying case. Before closing carrying case be sure carriage is centered and locked and carriage return lever is in “down” position.

adjusting the paper
If necessary, a sheet of paper may be adjusted by moving the Paper Release Lever forward. Paper is then free for adjustment. When paper is adjusted, return Paper Release Lever to its original position.

margin setting
To set your margins, press downward on the left-hand Adjustable Margin (Arrow) and move to the point on the Paper Table Scale where the writing line is to begin. Then press downward on the right-hand Adjustable Margin (Arrow) and move to the point where the writing line is to end. Your margins are set. To change, repeat the operation.

inserting the paper
Insert paper behind platen holding paper with left hand while turning right cylinder knob. When paper appears at front of platen, place paper bail on top of paper (see center fold for location of all features).

NOTE: The Top Cover is removable for easy access to ribbon spools and routine cleaning. To REMOVE TOP COVER: push front rim up and lift off. To REPLACE TOP COVER: position the cover so that the rear lugs are fitted into slots at left and right, press firmly on top cover to snap into place.
principal operating features

1. Collapsible carriage return and line space lever.
2. Left and right cylinder knobs.
3. Carriage release lever.
4. Line finder for typing out of regular spacing.
5. Single and double line space selector.
6. Adjustable left-hand margin.
7. Adjustable right-hand margin.
8. Easy-to-read graduated scale on paper table for margin setting.
10. Permanent card writing finger on writing line guide holds cards for writing from extreme top to bottom, and from edge to edge.
11. Segment shift for capital letters and upper case characters.
12. Writing line 8½ inches.
14. End of line bell ringer.
15. Paper release lever.
17. Removable top cover.
18. Carriage centering and locking device.
19. Left and right shift keys.
21. Full 42-key keyboard—4 row—84 characters—includes five educational characters on keyboard: ! (exclamation), ° (degree), ÷ (division), + (plus), = (equal).
23. Shift lock.
24. Back space key.
26. Sturdy frame construction.

(Warranty—90 days from date of purchase)

"...AND AGAIN THIS YEAR, THROUGHOUT THE WORLD, PEOPLE ARE BUYING MORE REMINGTON TYPEWRITERS THAN ANY OTHER BRAND."